Attention RVers!
Invented just for you
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It's Steadyfast, when Delsand starts revolution
in mobile satellite setup
stability counts

It's the squeaky wheel that gets the
grease, the faulty mousetrap that inspires a better one, and it was frustration
with a seemingly irrepairable shaky floor
in his fifth-wheel that changed Paul
Hanscom's path from retiree to inventor.
His product? Steadyfast Stabilizing
Systems designed for
fifth-wheels and travel
trailers, now available
at the Delsand satellite
dish stand in Prospectors Panorama in
Quartzsite.
How was he able to
take the step from annoyance and irritation
to the development,
manufacturing
and
marketing of a successful, problem-solving product? Having a mechanical
engineer's instincts, training, experience
and can-do confidence was a lot of it.
As Hanscom tells it, he had taken an
early retirement from Chevron, bought a
fifth-wheel trailer, and took frequents trips
from his home in Bakersfield to the Coast
and back. The only problem was that
when anyone walked across the floor,
things shook. He went to the RV Store
and bought several items that were supposed to stop the movement but they
didn't.
"I sat in the back of the trailer, moved
my arm, and the trailer shook!"
He went back to the store, bought three
braces and clamps and went to work to
see if his concept was valid. "I spent the
next three or four years on the hard part-making sure it fit on different types of
rigs and that it was convenient to use."
Hanscom started on the project 10

years ago and in 2007 he started selling
his first units.
"We built many prototypes and had
friends test them on trips in their own
trailers or RVs. That's how we were able
to refine the design and make them userfriendly. People helped us get started
and they still help us,
telling others--as well
as us--that they like it."
The Steadyfast products carry a moneyback guarantee. "No
one has returned one
because they didn't like
the performance. The
system has been designed to fit all types
and sizes of trailers
and 95 per cent of
jacks on trailers--both
pull trailers and fifth wheels."
Probably the most unusual application,
he said, was on a movie studio's make
up trailer, which used to shake badly
when the rather large producer walked
through it--a real detriment when subtle
makeup touches were required.
"We have had many compliments that
our system does its work, provides stability, and is convenient and easy to operate."
Hanscom notes that all the major components of his products are made in the
USA, the largest ones in California-Harbor City, Valencia and Bakersfield.
In addition to viewing the Steadyfast
stabilizers in person at the Delsand
booth at Prospectors Panorama, persons interested may check the web page
at www.steadyfast.com or phone 866498-8794.

WWW.steadyfast.com
866.498.8754

by William R. Grenard, guest journalist
It is the nightmare of the set up
process, the epitome of hair-pulling experiences, the everlasting conundrum
faced by nearly all self-respecting RVers:
the satellite dish.
Whether you are the man meticulously
slaving away over your dish searching
for a signal, or the wife looking on in anticipation hoping to catch her favorite
show—“Dave, you told me five more
minutes one and a half hours ago!”—you
most likely understand how testing the
manual set up of a satellite dish can be.
RVer Del Saindon became so frustrated with the difficulties of setting up his
satellite dish that he was prompted to put
his background in computer software
technical support problem solving to use.
He wanted to invent something to make
the job of setting up a dish easier. The
result is the PDQ Signal Stand by Delsand LLC Mobile Satellite Dish Stand, an
innovative and far more practical alternative to the normal tripod stand.
Unlike a normal tripod, for which manual setup (with limited settings) is the
only option, the Delsand comes with built
in equipment settings to help you easily
and accurately find and set the proper
elevation, skew/tilt, and even Azimuth.
For those who spend a lot of time in
wooded areas, the Delsand LLC also includes a Line of Sight Tool (LOST) which
helps easily pinpoint an area that is clear
of obstructions to the signal.
The stand has four legs which can
each be adjusted up to 7.5 inches, so the
Delsand stand can easily be set up even
in uneven terrain. In addition, the Delsand PDQ Signal is quite sturdy and can
withstand up to 45 mph winds, or up to
60 mph with the optional high wind kit.
The Delsand PDQ Signal also comes

in two models to accommodate for the
different dish styles of the three service
providers in the area: Dish Network, DirecTV, and Shaw Direct. If you donʼt already have a service provider, the
Delsand LLC company offers a two year
contract to DirecTV or Dish Network.
FedEx shipping is also available, offered
for those who want their Delsand delivered.
Begun as a simple idea to alleviate the
frustration in setting up his dish, Delʼs invention has grown into a full time business. For the past two seasons Del and

his wife Candy have featured their Delsand stand in Yuma at the Arizona Marketplace.
They have since moved to Quartzsite,
the “Mecca of the RVer,” at Prospectors
Panorama, sp. 5, next to the Too Crazy
Ladies where their product continues to
satisfy all of those RVers who are done
with hassling over their satellite's manually. If you are one of these RVers, the
Delsand Mobile Satellite Dish Stand
marks the end of your troubles.
You may contact Delsand at
425.879.2929 or visit them on the web
www.delsand.com or email del@delsand.com

Invented just for you,
the RV’er on the move!
NOW APPEARING AT

PROSPECTORS PANORAMA
THRU FEBRUARY NEXT TO tooCrazy Ladies

“ We a r e a l s o a c o n t r a c t s e r v i c e p r o v i d e r ”

www.delsand.com
Phone: 425.879.2929

